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Weekly market watch  
 
As at Friday November 29, 2019 

Equities 

Region / Country  
 
Index 

 
Close 

 
Net Change 

Performance 
Year-to-date 52-week 

Asia-Pacific  
Hong Kong  HSI  26,346.49 (248.59) 1.94% -0.60% 
India  BSE 30 40,793.81 434.40 13.10% 12.71% 
Japan  Nikkei  23,293.91 181.03 16.38% 4.22% 
Singapore  STI  3,193.92 (31.73) 4.08% 2.45% 
South Korea  KOSPI  2,087.96 (14.00) 2.30% -0.42% 
Taiwan  WSE 11,489.57 (77.23) 18.12% 16.20% 
Shanghai     COMPOSITE 2,871.98 (13.31) 15.16% 10.96% 
Europe 
France  CAC  5,905.17 12.04 24.83% 17.96% 
Germany  DAX  13,236.38 72.50 25.36% 17.15% 
Italy  FTSE MIB  23,259.33 (0.47) 26.93% 21.40% 
Russia  RTSI  1,438.45 (16.97) 34.60% 26.04% 
UK FTSE 100  7,346.53 19.72 9.19% 4.37% 
Americas 
Brazil  IBOV  108,239.30 (452.98) 23.16% 20.66% 
Mexico  IPC  42,780.13 (741.73) 2.74% 2.07% 
Nasdaq  CCMP  8,665.47 159.26 30.60% 18.84% 
US  S&P 500  3,140.98 37.44 25.30% 14.48% 
US   DOW  28,051.41 285.12 20.25% 10.58% 

 

Bonds 
  

Close 
Yield 

Week ago Month ago Year ago 
10 Year Gilt  0.6970 0.7050 0.7110 1.3670 
10 Year OAT -0.0490 -0.0440 -0.0510 0.6980 
10 Year Bund  -0.3600 -0.3590 -0.3510 0.3210 
10 Year Japan -0.0730 -0.0740 -0.1020 0.0820 
10 Year Treasuries  1.7758 1.7706 1.8385 3.0298 

 Base lending rates 
Prime Rates Latest  6 months ago  12 months ago  

US  4.75 5.50 5.25 
Canada  3.95 3.95 3.95 
Japan  1.48 1.48 1.48 
Britain  0.75 0.75 0.75 
ECB  0.00 0.00 0.00 
Switzerland  0.50 0.50 0.50 
Australia 0.75 1.25 1.50 
Hong Kong  5.38 5.38 5.38 

% change is for indication only; local currency except where stated. 
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Equity Markets 
US 
– All three major U.S. stock indexes fell modestly in Friday’s shortened trading session after Thursday’s Thanksgiving 

holiday in light trading volume. Nevertheless each of the indexes rose during the week and gained than 3% during 
November, the best month since June. The indexes have posted a series of record closing highs, most recently on 
Wednesday ahead of the holiday. The Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 0.40% on Friday but rose 0.63% for the week to 
close at 28,051.41. The S&P 500 index fell 0.40% on Friday but gained 0.99% onto 3,140.98. The Nasdaq Composite 
dropped 0.46% on Friday but rose 1.71% for the week to close to 8,665.47.   

– Despite repeated Chinese threats of retaliations, U.S. President Donald Trump signed the Hong Kong Human Rights and 
Democracy Act. However, he did so late Wednesday after financial markets had closed and during the slow news period 
ahead of the Thanksgiving holiday to minimize public attention. In his comments at the signing, he spoke of his respect 
for Chinese President Xi Jinping and the Chinese people. Trump also said that  “certain provisions” of the law “would 
interfere with the exercise of the president’s constitutional authority to state the foreign policy of the United States”, which 
observers said was a veiled message to the Chinese that Trump would not aggressive enforce the new law.  The 
Chinese government called in U.S. Ambassador to China Terry Brandstad to express its displeasure with the bill, both 
before and after Trump signed it. The bill would allow the U.S. government to sanction individuals or organizations 
perceived to be threatening Hong Kong autonomy and potentially end Hong Kong’s special trade status with the U.S., 
under which trade tariffs are not applied to Hong Kong exports. Still, hope for the “phase one” trade deal remained alive. 
China’s Commerce Ministry said on Tuesday that the two sides had “reached a consensus on properly resolving related 
issues,” following a conference call between China’s chief trade negotiator, Liu He, and his U.S. counterparts, Trade 
Representative Robert Lighthizer and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin on Monday. Trump himself said negotiators 
were in the “final throes” of a deal, while a senior U.S. official told Politico that only “millimeters” separates the two sides 
on finalizing the deal. It remains unclear whether the new 15 per cent tariff on about US$156 billion of Chinese products 
would go ahead as planned on December 15 if a final deal has not been reached. However, some U.S. officials 
suggested previously that tariff increase could be postponed if a deal were seen as close.  

– Uber’s future in its biggest market in Europe was thrown into doubt Monday when London transportation authorities 
announced that they would not renew Uber’s license to operate in the UK capital. Uber lost its license in 2017 due to 
safety concerns but was given a total of 17 months of extension to make improvements.  However, Transport for London 
said Monday that Uber was not “fit and proper” to continue operating.  Uber can continue to operate for the next 21 days 
while it appeals the ruling.  

– John Deere, the largest maker of farm equipment, issued a downbeat profit outlook for next year on Wednesday as the 
impact of the trade tension with China and poor weather conditions made make U.S. farmers reluctant to spend on new 
machinery. Deere projected that net income would be in a range of $2.7 billion to $3.1 billion next year, implying a drop 
.of 5% to 17% compared to its last fiscal year.  It’s agricultural and turf equipment sales – two-third of all equipment sales 
– are projected to fall 5-10% next year from $8.7 billion in 2019. The company’s shares fell 5% on the news.  

– Xerox said Tuesday it will go over the head of HP’s management and appeal directly to shareholders to approve its 
proposed $33 billion takeover bid, escalating hostilities between the two companies. HP had rejected the Xerox bid, 
refusing to open its books because the bid undervalued the company. HP also left open the option of turning the tables 
and taking over Xerox. HP remains wary of Xerox’s ability to fund the deal, given its equity value is only a third of that of 
HP. But Xerox has a large pile of cash to spend after it agreed to sell its stake in a joint venture with Fujifilm to the 
Japanese company for $2.3 billion.  

– The battle to take control of Hudson’s Bay Company, the Canadian department store firm that owns iconic U.S. retailer 
Saks Fifth Avenue, heated up last week, with one of its largest shareholders announcing a new bid. Catalyst Capital 
Group said Wednesday it would offer C$11 per share, valuing the company at C$2.02 billion.  That tops the  
C$10.30 per share bid by a consortium led by company chairman Richard Baker. The company’s board confirmed it had 
received the bid and would review it.  The company’s Toronto-based share rose sharply on the news.  
 

UK

– The FTSE 100 fell 0.94% on Friday on renewed worries about the outlook for a U.S.-China trade deal, but still gained 
0.27% on the week to 7,346.53.  

– The campaigns for the December 12 election continue last week, with the future of Brexit on the line. Prime Minister 
Boris Johnson’s Conservative Party rolled out its 10-year vision for a post-Brexit UK, which promises no increase in 
income, national insurance or VAT taxes during his term.  He also promised 50,000 more nurses in the national health 
insurance scheme in the next five years, and pledged to negotiate a free trade deal with the European Union by the end 
of 2020.  The manifesto is a low-risk plan intended to at least preserve, if not reinforce, the party’s current double digit 
lead over the Labour Party. The Conservative plan contrasts with the more radical agenda set out by Labour last week 
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that would raise government revenues 10% by taxing companies and the wealthy, to fund pay hikes for civil servants, 
free university tuition, free care for the elderly and other programs.  The party would also nationalize the country’s 
railways, water supply and internet infrastructure.  Recent polls give the Conservative a lead of from 10 to 19 percentage 
points over Labour, pointing toward Johnson winning a sizeable majority in the new parliament. The new UK Parliament 
will have until the new EU deadline of January 31 to accept or reject the transition deal negotiated by Johnson. The old 
Parliament voted last month in favor of the general principles in the transition plan, suggesting there was support then for 
approving the deal after considered debate.  The results of the December 12 vote will determine whether the new UK 
government will proceed with Johnson’s plan or chart a new course.    

– UK energy firm Npower will lay off up to 4,500 workers as part of a major restructuring by German parent Eon, the 
company announced Friday.  Eon, which recently acquired the unprofitable UK firm, will close a majority of Npower’s 
sites and merge its domestic customers into its existing British business. The restructuring is expected to cost about 
Stg500 million and take place over the next two years.  

– Circle Health, the private equity owned hospital group, had reached agreement to buy the much larger BMI Healthcare, 
the UK’s largest private hospital group, creating company with 57 facilities and revenues of more than Stg1 billion. Circle 
Health is owned by Toscafund and Penta Capital, which took it private in 2017. Circle had previously pulled out a Stg1 
billion, decade-long deal to run a National Health Service hospital in 2015 due to financial troubles and complaints about 
the quality of care.  Circle has two hospitals and is planning to open a third, while BMI has 54 hospitals and had 
revenues of Stg887 million last year.  

– Aviation engineering firm Rolls-Royce suffered another blow on Wednesday, when Standard & Poor’s downgraded its 
credit rating to BBB-, one notch above junk status, its second cut in three months. S&P said it cut the rating due to the 
company’s profit warning two weeks ago.  In addition, the outlook for the credit rate is negative, given the potential 
impact of Brexit on the company’s prospects. “We regard Rolls-Royce’s profitability as weak and volatile, and below 
average compared to peers in  the aerospace and defence industry,” S&P said. Ratings agencies Moody’s and Fitch 
have also downgraded Rolls-Royce, but their ratings remain several notches above junk. A downgrade to junk could 
badly hurt the company’s finances, since major investment firms are restricted to only holding securities with investment-
grade status.  

Europe (ex. UK)  

– On the continent, the Eurofirst 300 fell 0.41% on Friday, as worries about a U.S.-China trade deal offset more positive 
economic data.. But the index still rose 0.71% on the week to 1,593.70 on earlier signs of progress in the trade talks.   

– French luxury brand LVMH Moet Hennessey Louis Vuitton, the world’s largest luxury goods company, said Monday it 
had agreed to buy U.S. jeweler Tiffany for $16.6 billion. The deal comes after weeks of negotiations, during which time 
LVMH raised its bid from $120 to $135 per share.  LVMH already owns brands like Dior, Givenchy, Fendi, and Dom 
Perignon. The purchase ends Tiffany’s 182-year history as a separate brand.  

– Swiss drug giant Novartis has purchased Nasdaq-listed Medicines Co. for $9.7 billion, which has a cutting-edge heart 
drug with large potential. The drug, inclisiran, would compete with those of Novartis rivals Amgen, Regeneron 
Pharmaceuticals and Sanofi. The purchase in the latest by Novartis of companies with promising drugs that are unique 
or can set themselves apart from others in the market.  

– Struggling German banking giant Deutsche Bank said Wednesday it had sold a portfolio of emerging market derivatives 
to Goldman Sachs, as part of its plan to sell off 282 billion euros in non-core assets.  The derivatives portfolio has a face-
value of 47 billion euros. Deutsche plans to use the proceeds from the Goldman sale to meet other restructuring costs. D  

– The proposed 3.6 billion euro acquisition of French engineering group Altran Technologies by Capgemini undervalues 
the company, activist hedge fund Elliot said Tuesday.  The friendly takeover was agreed in June and would create a 
company with annual revenues of 17 billion euros and 25,000 employees. But the 14 euro per share offer has displeased 
some shareholders, with Elliott now giving voice to those complaints.  

– German automaker Audi said Tuesday would cut 9,500 jobs in its German factories over the next five years to free up 6 
billion euros to help fund the transition to electric vehicles. The Volkswagen brand said it would be able to achieve 
double-digit profit margins despite the transition.  The company currently employs about 62,000 workers in Germany.  

Japan 

– The Nikkei 225 index fell 0.49% on Friday to 23,293.91, on renewed worries that a new U.S. law intended to protect 
Hong Kong’s autonomy would derail a U.S.-China trade deal. Still, the index rose 0.78%, its first gain in three weeks and 
was up 1.6% for the month.    

– The Japanese and South Korean government announced Friday that would hold deputy level talks on Japan’s tightening 
of controls on exports to South Korea in December ahead of the expected meeting of Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo 
Abe and South Korean President Moon Jae-in in late December. It would be the first policy dialogue between the two 
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countries since 2016.  Both countries have removed the other from their respective “white lists” of countries given 
preferential trade treatment. The dispute burst into the open on July 4, when Japan tightened controls on exports to 
South Korea of materials critical to the manufacture of semiconductors. Japan’s move came following Seoul’s decision to 
let South Korean courts seize assets of Japanese companies to compensate individuals who claimed to have been 
forced to work for Japanese companies during World War II, after the country’s Supreme Court ruled that a 1965 treaty in 
which Japan paid compensation to South Korea did not cover claims by individuals. 

– Japanese trading house Mitsubishi and Chubu Electric Power agreed to pay 4.1 billion euros for Dutch utility Eneco, 
beating out rival bids by Royal Dutch Shell and private equity firm KKR. Eneco is one of the largest private supplies of 
natural gas and electricity in the Netherlands and was attractive in part for its range of energy-saving home products 
such as smart thermostats and electric-car charging stations. The agreement still needs the approval of Eneco’s 44 
municipal shareholders.  If completed, it would give Mitsubishi 80% of the company and Chubu 20%. The deal will allow 
Mitsubishi to expand its European business, after it bought a 20% stake in UK electricity supplier Ovo Energy in 
February.  

– Automakers Renault, Nissan and Mitsubishi said Friday they had agreed to new alliance projects and would appoint a 
new official to coordinate their work as the three companies try to reinvigorate their alliance that has been badly shaken 
by the finance scandal involving former chairman Carlos Ghosn.  Solidifying the 20-year-old alliance is key for the 
companies competitive in the future.   

Asia-Pacific (ex. Japan)  

– Mainland China's Shanghai Composite Index fell 0.61% on Friday and 0.46% on the week to 2,871.98, the lowest close 
in three months, on worries about U.S.-China relations after Beijing threatened to retaliate against the U.S. for Trump 
signing the Hong Kong Human Rights and Democracy Act.  

– Hong Kong's Hang Seng index fell 2.03% on Friday, pushing the index down 0.93% for the week to 26,346.49 on worries 
about the outlook for a U.S.-China trade deal given China’s threats to retaliate, as the city braced for a new round of 
protests over the weekend. The market had been buoyed earlier in the week by the strong debut of the secondary listing 
of ecommerce giant Alibaba on Tuesday.   

– Taiwan's Taiex fell 1.10% on Friday and 0.67% on the week to 11,489.57 in line with other Asian markets on renewed 
worries about the outlook for a U.S.-China trade deal.   

– South Korea's Kospi fell 1.45% on Friday to 2,087.96, as foreign investors sold local stocks on worries about Hong Kong 
unrest and worries about a U.S.-China trade deal. Friday’s loss pushed the index down 0.67% for the week   

– The Singapore Straits Times Index fell 0.21% on Friday on worries about the outlook for U.S.-China trade deal. The 
index fell 0.98% for the week, its largest weekly drop in more than two months, to 3,193.92 on continued worries about 
the impact of the U.S.-China trade conflict on the city’s economy.  

Emerging Markets  

– Brazil's Bovespa fell 0.05% on Friday, as oil stocks declined due to the drop in crude oil prices. The index fell 0.42% for 
the week to close at 108,233.28.  

– Mexico's IPC fell 0.65% on Friday on renewed concerns about a U.S.-China trade deal. The index fell 1.61% for the 
week to close at 42,820.18.  

– India's BSE 30 fell 0.82% on Friday ahead of the release of what is expected to be weaker economic growth data for the 
July-September quarter. After the market close, the government announced that growth slowed to 4.5% in the last 
economy, below expectations of 4.7% and the weakest growth rate in more than six years. The stock index still rose 
1.08% on the week to close at 40,793.81 and was up 1.66% for the month of November.  

– Russia's RSTI fell 0.05% on Friday and 1.17% for the week to close at 1,438.45, as the price oil, its largest export, fell 
sharply.    

Alternative Assets 

– Oil futures prices fell sharply in a holiday-shortened session on Friday on reports raising questions whether OPEC would 
extend its production cut agreement at its meeting next week. January West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude fell 5,1% on 
Friday to $55.17 per barrel, push the price down 4.5% on the week. However, the WTI price was still up 1.8% in 
November, the largest gain since June. The January Brent crude contract on London’s ICE Futures Exchange closed the 
trading period at $62.43 a barrel, down 2.3% on Friday and 1.5% on the week. Brent rose 3.7% in November, the best 
one-month gain since April.  
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– Gold futures prices rose on Friday on renewed concerns about U.S.-China trade tensions, but still posted its worst month 
since September. December gold futures rose to $1,460.80 per ounce at the close Friday, up 0.5% from Thursday, 
remaining below the psychologically important $1,500 level. Gold prices fell 3.5% in November.     

Fixed Income 
US 

– The yield on benchmark 10-year Treasuries was little changed at 1.7758% on Friday compared to 1.7706% a week 
earlier, as investors remained cautious given lingering trade worries in a holiday shortened week.  

– The Federal Reserve is set to pause with the economy on a sound footing and inflation expected to move back to 
target, Chair Jerome Powell said Monday. "Monetary policy is now well positioned to support a strong labor market 
and return inflation decisively to our symmetric 2 percent objective," Powell said in prepared remarks at the Greater 
Providence Chamber of Commerce. In his last scheduled remarks before the Fed enters its blackout period, Powell 
reiterated confidence in the economy and the insurance that the Fed has taken out to prolong the 11-year 
expansion against global trade risks. "At this point in the long expansion, I see the glass as much more than half 
full," he said. "If developments emerge that cause a material reassessment of our outlook, we would respond 
accordingly. Policy is not on a preset course." Powell indicated the Fed may hold the federal funds rate between 
1.50% and 1.75% for some time, pointing to a need to wait for inflation to reach the 2% symmetric objective and 
allowing the benefits a strong economy to spread to those at the bottom wage levels. Running persistently below 
the inflation target can lead to an unhealthy dynamic, Powell said, in which inflation expectations drift down, pulling 
actual inflation further down. "We are strongly committed to symmetrically and sustainably achieving our 2 percent 
inflation objective," Powell said. Powell also applauded the benefits of higher employment, noting upticks in prime 
age participation and wages rising for low- and middle-income workers. There is still plenty of room for building on 
these gains. The Fed can play a role in this effort by steadfastly pursuing our goals of maximum employment and 
price stability," Powell said. "Fortunately, the outlook for further progress is good" Powell said. 

– U.S. economic activity continued at a modest pace through early Nov. as tariffs and general trade uncertainty 
continued to weigh. Most districts saw moderately growing consumer spending and auto sales, while 
manufacturing activity expanded in some areas while a majority continued to experience no growth, according to 
the Federal Reserve's latest report on Current Economic Conditions. Most Fed districts reported modest to 
moderate growth. The Chicago district saw slight growth, while St. Louis, Kansas City, and New York saw no 
growth. The impact of tariffs weighed, as retailers mentioned higher costs and some districts noted that campanies 
affected by the tariffs were more inclined to pass on cost increases. The St. Louis district saw contacts note a 
heightened sense of economic uncertainty while the Boston district saw retailers concerned about tariffs impacts 
on sales. Prices rose at a modest pace, with reports of deceleration in prices in some areas and higher costs in the 
retail sector. Some districts reported less anticipation of higher prices among manufacturers. Labor markets 
remained tight and employment continued to rise slightly overall. Severall districts noted relatively strong job gains 
and reports were mixed for employment in manufacturing. The Fed notes "scattered reports of labor reductions in 
retail and wholesale trade." Majority of districts continue to see difficulty hiring due to tight labor markets and a lack 
of qualified applicants. Consumer spending reports were mixed. Chicago district saw consumer spending increase 
slightly with decreased auto sales, the Boston district saw gains in the retail sector with optimism for sales in the 
holiday season, and Kansas City saw consumer spending edge down while optimism persisted for the upcoming 
holiday season. 

– The US economy grew at an annualized rate of 2.1% in the third quarter, revised up from the advance estimate of 
1.9% and above expectations. The third quarter rise followed the 2.0% increase in the second quarter. Upward 
revisions to private inventory investment, nonresidential fixed investment, and personal consumption expenditures 
(PCE) were partially offset by a downward revision to state and local government spending. 

– Durable goods orders rose beyond expectations in October, carried by new orders of defense capital goods, 
aircraft and parts. Total new orders increased 0.6%, compared with a 0.9% decline expected by Bloomberg, 
registering the largest increasing since July when new orders rose 2.1%. Excluding transportation, new orders also 
rose by a 4-month high of 0.6%. Aircraft supplier Boeing, a driver of transportation orders and shipments, recorded 
45 orders in October. Last month's sharp 1.2% drop was revised even lower to a steep 1.4% decline. The rebound 
in new orders was primarily led by orders of defense and transportation equipment, with orders of defense capital 
goods increasing by 16.6% and orders of defense aircraft and parts rising 18.1%. Nondefense aircraft orders also 
saw a 10.7% gain. Nondefense capital goods new orders were up by 3.2% in October and saw an additional 1.2% 
gain excluding aircraft. Nondefense capital goods shipments increased 0.4% in the month, and shipments 
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excluding aircraft also increased by 0.8%. Durables shipments were flat, but inventories increased by 0.3% and 
unfilled orders rose 0.1%. 

– The Chicago Business Barometer rose 3.1 points in November, hitting a two-month high 46.3. However, the index 
remained in contraction for a third month straight, resulting in a further fall of the three-month average to 45.5. The 
New Orders and Order Backlogs indices saw the largest monthly improvements in November, while Supplier 
Deliveries revealed the largest fall, the survey published Wednesday showed. The headline Index would need a 
reading of 60.5 in December to reach the neutral level of 50 across Q4. Production slipped to 42.3 in November 
after October's uptick. However, demand improved significantly, indicated by New Orders which rose by 12.5 
points to 49.4, just a touch below the 50-mark. There was, though, anecdotal evidence of firms being concerned 
about the outlook due to wider economic issues. Order Backlogs recovered to 45.0 in November after October's 
sharp decline to 33.1. Nevertheless, the indicator is below 50 for a third straight month. Inventories fell by 8.7% to 
43.0, indicating that firms continue to run down their stocks. The indicator revealed a fourth sub-50 reading in 
November. Labor demand ticked down by 0.2 points to 49.6, leaving the three-month average at 48.3. Supplier 
delivery times saw the largest monthly decline to 50.2, hitting the lowest level since June 2016. However, the index 
is the only one among the main five components which remains above the 50-mark. Prices at the factory gate 
cooled further to 53.5 in November, registering the lowest level since April.  

UK 

– The yield on 10-year Gilts fell slightly to 0.6970% at the end of last week from 0.7050% the week as investors remained 
cautious on the UK economic outlook ahead of Brexit.  

– The Bank of England's October money and credit data showed that the interest rates for borrowers declined further and 
the mortgage pipeline constricted slightly. The average effective interest rate on new mortgages in October declined to 
1.96% from 2.00% in September, hitting its lowest level since October 2017. The BOE has left Bank Rate steady at 
0.75% but borrowers costs have declined in recent months. On the stock of mortgage the average effective interest rate 
was 2.39% in October, unchanged from September but down from 2.42% in August and 2.41% in July. Mortgage 
approvals, a reliable indicator of future housing market activity, fell to 64,602 in October, down from 65,803 in 
September. Approvals, however, are choppy month-by-month and were last lower in March this year, when there were 
62,610 approvals. Net consumer credit, the measure of change in unsecured personal borrowing, was up stg1.326 billion 
in October compared to just stg785 million in September. Net consumer credit was last higher in February this year. The 
various broad money data showed no, or negligible, growth on the month in October and subdued growth on the year. 
Overall M4 was flat on the month in October and up 3.6% on the year while M4 ex-IOFCs, a measure which excludes 
intra-financial sector money flows, was up 0.1% on the month and up 3.6% on the year. 

– The Confederation for British Industry's distributive trades survey showed the monthly retail sales indicator rose seven 
points in November to -3, the highest level since April and above expectations. Business conditions are expected to 
remain stable in the next three months. However, orders with suppliers dropped for the seventh straight month, with 
retailers expecting to invest less next year than this year. . 

Europe (ex. UK) 

– The yield on benchmark 10-year Bunds was little changed at -0.3600% last Friday compared to -0.3590% the previous 
week, as investors’ remained cautious about the global economy amid questions about the prospects for a U.S.-China 
trade deal.  

– The Eurozone economic sentiment indicator rose 0.5 points in November to 101.3, ahead of  expectations for a smaller 
rise to 101. The rise was led by stronger confidence among manufacturers, consumers, service firms and retailers. 
However, sentiment among construction firms deteriorated. 

– The Eurozone inflation rate picked up to 1.0% in November from 0.7% in October, slightly higher than expected, 
according to preliminary data. Price increases accelerated for services, non-energy industrial goods, and food, alcohol & 
tobacco. The core inflation, which excludes volatile prices of energy, food, alcohol and tobacco, accelerated to 1.3% in 
November, the highest rate since April, from 1.1% in October. 

– The Eurozone unemployment rate fell to 7.5% in October from an upwardly revised 7.6% in September, according to 
seasonally adjusted data. It was the lowest jobless rate since July 2018, as the number of unemployed dropped. 

– German business confidence rose to 95.0 in November from 94.7 in October, in line with market expectations, according 
to the Ifo Institute data. Companies’ sentiment on current conditions rose slightly to 97.9 from 97.8 in October, while their 
future expectations also improved modestly to 92.1 from 91.6. Sentiment improved among service providers and 
retailers, while confidence among manufacturers continued to deteriorate as they plan further production cuts. Morale 
among construction firms also weakened. 
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Japan 

– The yield on 10-year Japanese Government Bonds also was stable at -0.0730% on Friday compared to -0.0740% a 
week earlier, on continued caution about the national and global economic outlook.  

– The Bank of Japan should carefully consider the impact of any further easing in monetary policy as it assessed the 
speed of the economic downturn, BOJ Board member Makoto Sakurai said on Wednesday. Speaking to business 
leaders in Kobe City, Sakurai said the BOJ should understand the influence of the global slowdown on the domestic 
Japanese economy and the impact - both positive and negative - of a prolonged period of accommodative monetary 
policy. "Even if the slowdown in overseas economies strengthens and if negative effects on Japan's economy 
materialize, policy action would be necessary," he said. "But (the BOJ) should decide on policy after examining the 
degree of negative impact and the speed at which it would filter through to the economy". At the latest policy meeting on 
October 30-31, the BOJ left policy unchanged, rejecting the chance to take some insurance and take pre-emptive policy 
action as it maintained the view that the recovery was continuing. The BOJ did, however, tweak its forward guidance, 
indicating that it would tolerate policy rates moving below the current levels. 

– Japan's industrial production fell a sharp 4.2% m/m in October, due in part to the severe weather conditions in the month, 
data released by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) Friday showed. The October decline erased the 
1.4% m/m gain in September. Shipments fell 4.3%% m/m in October, far below the 1.3% m/m growth in September. The 
decrease was led by the contribution from shipments of automotive and machinery industry. Inventories rose for the first 
time in four months, up 1.2% m/m, following previous 1.4% m/m decrease. 

– Japan's retail sales fell sharply in October, dragged lower by falling sales of general merchandise, machinery/equipment 
and motor vehicles, data from the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) showed Thursday. Retail sales fell 
7.1% year-on-year in October, the deepest seen this year, offsetting some of last month's 9.2% gain and outpacing the 
4.1% y/y drop expected. General merchandise sales dropped 13.2% y/y from the previous month's 14.0% y/y growth. 
Sales for machinery and equipment also fell dramatically 15.0% y/y from September's 37.8% y/y increase. Fuel sales 
decrease expanded to 13.0% y/y from last month's 0.1% y/y drop. Sales of food and beverages edged down 2.2% y/y, 
compared with a 1.2% y/y increase. Sales for fabric apparels and accessories decreased 5.7% y/y, down from the 
previous 2.0% y/y gain. On a monthly basis, retail sales were down 14.4% in October, much slower than last month's 
pre-tax hike 7.1% increase. 

– Tokyo's annual consumer inflation rate, a leading indicator of the national average, edged up modestly in November, as 
the cost of food rose and energy costs slowed, the latest data from the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications 
showed Friday. Tokyo's core consumer price index (excluding fresh food) rose 0.6% year-on-year in November, in line 
with expectations and faster than the 0.5% y/y growth recorded in October. Core-core CPI (excluding fresh food and 
energy) -- a key indicator of the underlying trend of inflation -- rose 0.7% on year in November in Tokyo, unchanged from 
last month. Energy costs fell 1.3% y/y in November, improving from the 2.1% y/y decrease last month. Processed food 
prices rose 1.7% y/y, the same as in October. Household durable goods price growth slowed to 2.4% y/y, compared with 
last month's 4.9% y/y. Overseas tour prices fell 2.7% y/y from previous 1.9% y/y drop. 

– Japan's consumer confidence index rose 2.5 points to a seasonally adjusted 38.7 in November, the second straight gain, 
the latest Consumer Confidence Survey released by the Cabinet Office showed Friday. The rise, following a 0.6 point 
rise to 36.2 in October, was driven mainly by a brighter outlook for purchases of durable goods and economic well-being. 
Consumers were more optimistic on all the four key sentiment sectors; the next six months would be a good time to buy 
durable goods, overall economic well-being, income and labor situation. The sub-index on asset prices, not included in 
calculating overall consumer confidence, showed the first rise in two months, up 0.9 points to 40.1 after falling 1.4 points 
to 39.2 in the previous month. The survey also showed the public's expectation that inflation will remain unchanged in the 
next 12 months rose to 14.3% from 9.8%, the second straight rise. The share of those projecting price gains fell to 78.1% 
in November, after falling 5.0 points to 82.6% in October. The share of respondents forecasting lower prices fell to 4.7% 
in November from 5.2% in October, the first drop in two months. 
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Source: Market News International 

The information is based on management forecasts and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to 
change. In preparing this document, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information 
available from public sources or which was provided to us by or on behalf of the potential investor or which was otherwise reviewed by us. No responsibility can 
be accepted for errors of fact or opinion.  
Past performance and any forecasts are not necessarily a guide to future or likely performance. You should remember that the value of investments can go 
down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of the overseas investments to rise or fall. 
The information contained in this document is provided for information purpose only and does not constitute any solicitation and offering of investment products.  
Potential investors should be aware that such investments involve market risk and should be regarded as long-term investments. 
Derivatives carry a high degree of risk and should only be considered by sophisticated investors. 
The investments mentioned in this document may not be suitable to all investors. The information contained in this document is provided for reference only and 
does not constitute any investment advice. Investors are advised to seek independent advice before making any investment decision. Past performance is not 
indicative of future performance. Investment involves risk and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Please read the relevant offering 
document carefully, in particular fund features and the risks involved in investing in the fund. 
Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited is regulated by the SFC. Non-Hong Kong residents are responsible for observing all applicable laws and 
regulations of their relevant jurisdictions before proceeding to access the information contained herein. The document has not been reviewed by the SFC and 
may contain information of non-SFC authorized funds. Issued by Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited. 


